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Nicodemus 
 
      Requirements:  

      �  $ 2.00 - Latex dishwashing gloves  
      �  $ 8.00 - 2 lengths of 8foot PVC pipe and  
       angle joints and pvc pipe glue  
      �  $10.00 - Rubber Halloween Mask from  
       Spencers AFTER HALLOWEEN  
      �  $10.00 - Monks costume from Spencers  
       AFTER HALLOWEEN  
      �  $30.00 - <- TOTAL COST  
 
Tools Required:  
�  Saw (to cut PVC pipe)  
�  PVC pipe glue  
�  2 feet of Duct Tape  

 
 
How It Started Out:  
 
      After purchasing the mask and robe, I was  
      slightly disappointed by the fact that none of my 
      volunteers wanted to wear it. I decided to build a 
      quick body and I was pleasantly surprised at how 
      well "Nicodemus" came out!  
 
      How I Did It:  
      STEP 1  
 

      Lay out the costume on the ground with the  
      rough pose you want "Nicodemus" to have.  
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      STEP 2  
      Build a roughly human shape out of the PVC  
      pipe, measuring from the outfit "Nicodemus" will 
      be wearing. Remember to glue the PVC pipe  
      pieces INSIDE the clothing, because you may  
      have difficulty getting him dressed because his  
      arms won't bend into the outfit! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

      STEP 3  
      Notice how I created his "feet", a rectangular  
      base so that "Nicodemus" can be a free-standing 
      figure, I am working on a way to put on huge  
      boots without him wobbling back and forth, when 
      I do that I will update this page.  

      As he stands right now, he is pretty sturdy. The 
      silver and red stuff you see is duct tape. Why did 
      I use duct tape there instead of glue ? Because 
      when I get tired of Nicodemus, I will unravel the 
      duct tape and that will allow me to undress him 
      and dress him into another outfit (like my  
      'Friendly Frank') The trick for "Nicodemus" to be 
      free-standing is that his 'ankle' is actually a 3  
      piece pvc pipe.  

 

 

      STEP 4  
      A cheap way to give your monster creepy hands, 
      I took yellow latex dishwashing gloves and  
      turned them inside out. I then duct taped them  
      into place on his arm. 
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      STEP 5  
      I filled up the latex mask full of plastic garbage  
      bags, there is a pvc pipe inside the head acting 
      as a 'neck'.  
 
 

 

 

      CONGRATULATIONS! You're done and  
      Nicodemus is ready to hang out and party!  

 
      ADDENDUM  
      My 2 year old son Logan and Nicodemus check 
      each other out.  
 
 

 


